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Military Contacts after the Cold War

NAGAO Yuichiro*

TACHIKAWA Kyoichi**

TSUKAMOTO Katsuya***

One of the most significant characteristics in a military situation after the Cold
War is that military contacts among defense authorities have been actively conducted
all over the world.  In a historical perspective, military contacts are not new phenomena
and have a long tradition.  Military contacts in the past took the form of military assis-
tance through which emerging powers increased military capability and stronger pow-
ers exercised influence over other countries.

Since the end of the Cold War, however, each country has engaged in military
contacts in their own ways. Japan, for example, promotes military contacts under the
name of “defense exchanges and security dialogues,” while Britain calls the contacts
“defence diplomacy.”  Other countries, namely the United States, China and Korea,
also put great emphasis on military contacts in pursuit of their own interests.  In addi-
tion to an increase in the number of actors, there are some factors that make military
contacts after the Cold War distinct from traditional ones: 1) Military contacts embrace
new objectives such as building confidence, increasing transparency, and establishing
trust among defense authorities; 2) Military contacts are conducted not necessarily among
alliances and friendly countries; 3) Many countries place military contacts as one of the
main pillars of their defense policies; 4) Military contacts have mostly been conducted
on a bilateral basis, however multilateral activities have gained more recognition.

This paper gives overviews of military contacts of the United States, China,
Korea, Australia and Britain to shed light on the background of military contacts after
the Cold War.  In the Asia-Pacific region, there seems to be no critical conflict that
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brings about significant confrontation among regional powers.  At the same time, how-
ever, not all countries in the region are in friendly and cooperative relationships with
each other.  Upon that observation, this paper maintains that military contacts should be
done in a manner that encourages the positive side of the security environment and
suggests ways to promote Japan’s defense exchanges and security dialogues.

Modern Peacekeeping and the Three UN Reports

TAKAI Susumu*

Intra-national conflicts that frequently occurred in the post-cold war era resulted
from the change in the security environment. The United Nations Security Council
adopted resolutions to establish modern peacekeeping in “failing” or “failed” states
soon after a ceasefire agreement among conflicting communities was established.

Modern peacekeepers sometimes faced serious incidents relating human rights
infringements such as ethnic cleansing or genocide. Generally speaking, peacekeeping
is not a peace enforcement operation, and peacekeepers are not permitted to use weapons
other than in self-defense or in defense of the mandate. However, peacekeepers are
sometimes required to use in the face of gross human rights infringements in failed
states.

This paper examines various features of modern peacekeeping from the
perspective of three specific UN reports: The Srebrenica Report, The Report of Genocide
in Rwanda and The Brahimi Report. The Srebrenica Report examined ethnic cleansing
while the Rwanda Report examined genocide. Both apportion some of the responsibility
for the outrages on the UN itself and on UN member states. The Brahimi Report made
approximately 60 recommendations on facilitating modern peacekeeping.
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Noncombatant Evacuation Operations

HASHIMOTO Yasuaki*

HAYASHI Hiroshi**

Because the number of Japanese overseas has been increasing dramatically,
and with the greater potential for local disputes in the Post-Cold War era, the evacuation
of  nationals in emergencies has become more important than ever before.  This article
analyzes some cases in which noncombatant evacuation operations were carried out by
other countries in recent years, and attempts to identify feartures that should be considered
in similar operations undertaken by Japan.

Most of the operations were carried out by a single country in a very short
period of one or two days.  The evacuation point was normally the embassy or a landmark
building in the capital city.  The number of evacuated noncombatants varies, but in
most cases citizens of other countries greatly outnumbered the nationals.  The most
important feature was that earning the approval of the government of the country
concerned or its actual cooperation was thought essential in every case.

In some cases, countries conducted operations without approval from the
countries subject to evacuation.  They performed do these operations insisting on the
right to self-defense, claiming they were not in violation of the United Nations Charter,
etc.  However, because there were strong objections to such opinions, operations without
approval remain ambiguous from the legal perspective.

For future evacuations of Japanese noncombatants, we should avoid in all cases
such ambiguity in operations.  Therefore, the effort to earn approval in advance must be
undertaken. If the specific situation does not afford this approach, Japan should insist
on the necessity of its operations, preferably in the forum of the United Nations, and
receive the approval of as many other countries as possible, as well as that of the
international community as a whole.
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Historical Understanding in Post-War Japan
―Concerning the Pacific War―

SHOJI Jun’ichiro*

Historical understanding of the Pacific War has been a focal point of contention
in Japan. It is symbolized by the House No-War Resolution of 1995 adopted in
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the end of the war, and by recent controversies
on a history textbook. It indicates that Japanese people have failed to form a certain
consensus on how they understand the Pacific War, or, as the author would call it,
public memory on the war. As a consequence, the war has been given different names,
by different people with different historical perspectives.

The arguments made immediately after the Pacific War were closely connected
with those on who were responsible for the war. Those who interpret the war from
ideological standpoints, including “Tokyo Tribunal” school and Marxism-Leninism,
were predominant then. In this context, disputes over a book The History of Showa,
took place. It invited an emergence of those who support what they call “Great East
Asia War,” or the Pacific War. Some scholars, free from particular ideology, started
positive study on the war, while descents of the Marxist-Leninists pursue those whom
they considered to be “guilty” for the war. The former avoided being bogged down in
controversy over the historical perception of the Pacific War, and facilitated segmentation
of historical study.

Even in the political arena, the issue of how they interpret the Pacific War has
never been squarely tackled. This led to a situation, in which, whenever an issue such
as the No-War Resolution, war compensation or history textbooks comes to light, it is
politicized in Japan. It is typified by repeated cases where a Cabinet member was relieved
from his post for his “improper remarks” on the history of Japan, drawing severe criticism
from neighboring countries.

The recent debate on the new history textbooks attracted national attention, but
some argues that it ended up being futile political contention, which reflects Cold-War
stereotype. Is this development a “History Revisited”, which is triggered by the end of
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the Cold War and the collapse of socialist regimes in the former Soviet bloc; or “Historical
Revisionism” a conservative movement as seen in Europe.

The Foreign and Security Strategy of Putin’s Russia

HYODO Shinji*

Newly elected Russian president Vladimir Putin has revised the official
documents related to foreign and security strategy such as the National Security Concept,
the Military Doctrine and the Foreign Policy Concept.

Moreover, he devoted himself to visiting many countries immediately after his
inauguration, with the aim of changing the US-centered “unipolar world order” to a
“multipolar world order.”  Russia’s opposition to the US-centered “unipolar world order”
was reborn due to movements toward control by the US, such as NATO enlargement,
NATO’s air campaign against Yugoslavia, and the US missile defense.

In the foreseeable future, Russia’s foreign and security strategy will not return
to following the policy of the West, even after the September 11 incident. Only Western
attitudes and behaviors toward Russia can bring about change in Putin’s international
strategic understanding and foreign and security strategy.
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